THE REAL DADA MOTHER GOOSE:

A TREASURY OF COMPLETE NONSENSE

ACTIVITY KIT

IN THIS BOOK, cherished nursery rhymes—from
“Humpty Dumpty” to “Hickory Dickory Dock,” “Jack
Be Nimble” to “Mother Hubbard”—fall prey to sly
subversion as master of fracture Jon Scieszka and
acclaimed illustrator Julia Rothman refashion them
into comics strips, errant book reports, anagrams, and
manic mash-ups. Playfully reconstructed, the old-new
rhymes invite further baloney, bringing kids in on the
joke and inviting them to revel in reimagining. The
attached activity pages will help you join in on the fun!

JON SCIESZKA is the author of the Caldecott Honor Book The Stinky Cheese
Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales, illustrated by Lane Smith, as well as the
Frank Einstein and the Time Warp Trio series and many other acclaimed
and best-selling books for children. He was the first National Ambassador
for Young People’s Literature and is the founder of Guys Read.

JULIA ROTHMAN is the creator of the best-selling illustrated Anatomy
series and other books. Her witty illustrations have appeared in newspapers, magazines, and more. Cofounder of Women Who Draw—an open
directory of female professional illustrators, artists, and cartoonists—Julia
Rothman lives in Brooklyn.
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MORSE CODE
Morse code is a system of communication using dashes and dots to
represent each letter of the alphabet. It was named after Samuel Morse,
inventor of the telegraph, and was first used around 1844, with pulses
transmitting on a telegraph wire.
Morse code can also be transmitted as taps on a wall, audio tones (like
honking your horn), or flashes of light. The code is spoken as “dah” for
dashes, “dit” for dots.
While Morse code is no longer in use in international shipping,
SOS is still a standard emergency distress signal. In Morse code, it is:
• • • – – – • • •
Using Morse code, you can secretly write (and send) anything you can
spell. Write your secret message below!

A •–
B – •••
C –•–•

H ••••
I ••
J •– – –

O – – –
P• – – •
Q – –•–

V ••• –
W •– –
X – •• –

D – ••
E •
F •• – •

K –•–
L • – ••
M– –
N –•

R •–•
S •••
T –

Y –•– –
Z – – ••

U •• –
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G – –•

EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHS
Egyptian hieroglyphs were a writing system in ancient Egypt that
used pictures to represent spoken sounds.
These hieroglyphs included pictures of animals (a lion, an owl),
everyday objects (a basket, reeds), and some symbols (mouth, water).
Here is a simplified alphabet that shows which pictures stood for which
sounds.
A vulture

J cobra

S folded linen

B foot

K basket

T bun

C basket

L lion

U quail chick

D hand

M owl

V horned viper

E reed

N water

W quail chick

F horned viper

O lasso

X basket and folded linen

G jar stand

P stool

Y two reeds

H reed shelter

Q hill

Z door bolt

I reed

R mouth

Use this chart to write your name in hieroglyphs.
Amaze your friends! Annoy your enemies! Freak out your teachers!
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So Jon written in hieroglyphs is

WORD SEARCH

GOOSE

HUBBARD

NIMBLE

DADA

JACK

DIDDLE

MOTHER

HICKORY

TWINKLE

RHYME

HUMPTY

STAR
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Complete the word search by circling the words from the list below.

